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ABSTRACT

Toe relations among discourse intentions are captured in the
intentional structure. It is this organization that is mirrored by
the linguistic structure of utterances. However, while the lin
guistic structure organizes the verbatim content of discourse
segments, the intentional structure contains only the intentions
that underlie each segment. The supposition of an intentional
structure explains how discourse coherence is preserved in
the absence of a complete history of the discourse. Rather,
discourse participants summarize the verbatim contents of a
discourse segment by the discourse intention it satisfies. The
contents of a discourse segment are collapsed into an intention,
and intentions themselves may be collapsed into intentions of
larger scope.

Expectations about the correlation of cue phrases, the duration of
unfilled pauses and the structuring of spoken discourse are framed in
light of Grosz and Sidner's theory of discourse and are tested for a
directions-giving dialogue. Toe results suggest that cue phrase and
discourse structuring tasks may align, and show a correlation for
pause length and some of the modifications that speakers can make
to discourse structure.

1. Introduction
Because an utterance is best understood in the context in which
it is delivered, its interpreters must be able to identify the rel
evant context and recognize when it is altered, supplanted or
revived. The transient nature of speech makes this task diffi
cult. However, the difficulty is alleviated by the abundance of
lexical and prosodic cues available to a speaker for communi
cating the location and type of contextual change. The inves
tigation of the interaction between these cues presupposes a
theory of contextual change in discourse. The theory relating
attention, intentions and discourse structure[3] is particularly
useful because it provides a computational account of the cur
rent context and the mechanisms of contextual change. This
account frames the questions I investigate about the correla
tion between between lexical and prosodic cues. In particular,
the theory motivates the selection of the cue phrase[3] - a
word or phrase whose relevance is to structural or rhetorical
relations, rather than topic - and the unfilled pause (silent
pause) as significant indicators of discourse structure.

Toe discourse intention of greatest scope is the Discourse
Purpose (DP), the reason for initiating a discourse. Within
this, discourse segments are introduced to fulfill a particular
Discourse Segment Purpose (DSP) and thereby contribute to
the satisfaction of the overall DP. A segment terminates when
its DSP is satisfied. Similarly, a discourse terminates when
the DP that initiated it is satisfied.
Toe attentional state is the third component of the tripartite
theory. It models the foci of attention that exist during the
construction of intentional structures. The global focus of
attention encompasses those entities relevant to the discourse
segment currently under construction, while the local focus
(also called the center[2]) is the currently most salient entity
in the discourse segment. The local focus may change from
utterance to utterance, while the global focus (i.e., current
context) changes only from segment to segment.

2. The tripartite nature of discourse

Toe linguistic, intentional and attentional components are in
terrelated. In particular, the attentional state describes the pro
cessing of the discourse segment which has been introduced
to satisfy the current discourse intention. Toe functional in
terrelation is expressed temporally in spoken discourse- the
linguistic, intentional and attentional components devoted to
one DSP co-occur. Therefore, a change in one component
reflects or induces changes in the rest. For example, changes
ascribed to the attentional state indicate changes in the inten
tional structure, and moreover, are recognized via qualitative
changes in the linguistic structure. It is because of their inter
dependence and synchrony that I can postulate the hypothesis

To explain the organization of a discourse into topics and
subtopics, Grosz and Sidner postulate three interrelated com
ponents of discourse - a linguistic structure, an intentional
structure and an attentional state[3]. In the linguistic struc
ture, the linear sequence of utterances becomes hierarchical
- utterances aggregate into discourse segments, and the dis
course segments are organized hierarchically according to the
relations among the purposes or discourse intentions1 that
each satisfies.
1 Discourse intentions are those goals or intentions intended to be recog
nized by each participant as the purpose to which the current segment of talk
is devoted.
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